Construction by isotopy is a technique introduced by Iain R. Aitchison for obtaining doubly slice fibered knots in any dimension. We show that if k is any doubly slice fibered (n -2)-knot, n > 5 , such that nx (Sn -k) = Z , then k is constructible by isotopy. We also prove that the m-twist-spin of any doubly slice knot is constructible by isotopy. Consequently, there exists a double slice knot constructible by isotopy that is not the double of any disk knot. We also give an example of a doubly slice fibered 6-knot that is not constructible by isotopy.
where F is an (n -1)-manifold with boundary k and h: F -> F is a diffeomorphism. We will call h the characteristic map and F the fiber of the fibration.
An (n -l)-disk knot, n > 2, is a properly embedded (n -l)-ball 7)"_1 in 5"+1 . If n > 2, the (n -2)-knot dD""1 c dBn+[ = S" is said to be slice and D"-is called a s/zcc cfo/c for the knot. A disk knot Dn~l is fibered if Y = cl(Bn+i -nbd(D"~1)) admits a locally trivial fibration g: Y -» S1 , trivial on 7)"_1 x 57)2 c 57. (We will refer to g as a fibration of D"_1 .
Notice that öTJ)"-is a fibered (« -2)-knot.) The terms characteristic map and fiber are defined as for fibered knots. A disk knot 7)"_1 is invertible if there exists another disk knot D2~l, called an inverse (disk knot) for D"~l, such that dD"~l = dD"2~l and D"~l Ua 7)"_1 is a trivial (n -l)-knot in Bn+l Ua 5"+l = S"+1 . In this case, the (n -2)-knot k = dDn~l is said to be doubly slice, provided n > 2, and we will call the pair D"~l ,D"~l a double slice for k . Finally, a doubled disk knot is the (n -1 )-knot formed by the union 7)"-' ua D"-1 c 5"+1 U9 Bn+l = S"+1, where Dn~l c 5n+1 is any disk knot.
An (n -2)-knot k is constructible by isotopy if there exists a compact connected «-dimensional submanifold E c S" and an isotopy ht : S" -► S" , 0 < t < 1, with the following properties:
(1) «0 is the identity map 1, while /z, restricts to a diffeomorphism (/>: E -► (2) 9E contains a small (« -l)-ball D suchthat rt( preserves D set-wise with «, restricting to the identity map.
(3) S^s'u (2-handle attached along D x S1) = Bn+] with dB x Ü = k.
Aitchison has shown [A] that any knot k that arises in this manner is doubly slice and fibered-in fact, D (= D x 0) c Bn+ is an invertible fibered slice disk for k . (See [Sil] also.) I wish to express my deepest appreciation to Cherry Kearton for his helpful suggestions and encouragement, and I am grateful to the University of Durham for its hospitality. I also wish to thank Daniel Ruberman for several helpful discussions.
Doubles of fibered disk knots
In [A] Aitchison proved that the connected-sum k# -k is constructible by isotopy for any fibered («-2)-knot k, n > 3. Notice that k#-k is the double of the fibered disk knot that we obtain by removing a standard ball pair from (Sn ,k). Aitchison's result extends: Theorem 1.1. The double of any fibered disk knot is constructible by isotopy.
Proof. Our proof closely follows Aitchison's argument [A, pp. 61-62] that k# -k is constructible by isotopy for any fibered knot k .
Let F and h denote the fiber and characteristic map, respectively, for a fibration of any disk knot Dn~2 c Bn . Consider the product disk knot Dn~ x I c Bn x I, which is also fibered, with fiber F x I and characteristic map h x 1. Henceforth, we will identify d(Dn~2 x I) with the double of Dn~ .
Embed cl(Bn x I -nbd(Dn~2 x 7)) into Sn x Sx as follows: First embed cl(Bn -nbd(Dn~2)), regarded as F xh Sl, fiberwise in S" x Sl . (The covering homotopy theorem provides a one-parameter family of embeddings r\e: F -► £_1(0) cB"cSn, where g is a fibration of Dn~2 ; then the map x x 6 -► t]e(x) x 6, 8 e I, is the desired embedding.) Next, thicken each copy of F in its factor S" x 0 . Note that the normal bundle of cl(ß" -nbd(77'1"2)) cSnxSl is a one-dimensional orientable bundle and hence is trivial; consequently, there is no difficulty thickening all the copies of F at once.
Identify the disk knot Dn~' with D"~ x 0 in the boundary of cl(B" -nbd(D"~2)). Since the characteristic map h fixes D"~! pointwise, the map h x 1 fixes D x I c d(F x I) pointwise. Denote F x I and Dn~ x 7 by E and D, respectively. With the help of the embedding of cl(Bn x I -nbd(7>"~2 x 7)) into S" x S[ described above, we can regard h x 1 as the restriction to E of an isotopy (rel D) of S" . By attaching a 2-handle to the mapping torus E xftx| S along D x S , we recover Bn x I containing d(D"~2 x I) (= dD x Ö). Hence the double of Dn~2 is constructible by isotopy. D Remark. In the classical dimension (n -3) it is possible to introduce additional deformations of E during the isotopy of S and thereby produce infinitely many distinct doubly slice fibered 1-knots with identical Alexander modules. This was originally done in [A] where the resulting knots, derived from 4#4, were distinguished using stretching factors of their pseudo-Anosov characteristic maps. Other examples, distinguished using the Jones polynomial, were produced in [HiSil] .
Fibered double slices
In this section we will show that if any doubly slice fibered knot is constructible by isotopy, then there exists a fibration of the knot that extends to each disk knot of some double slice for the knot. The converse is true, except possibly in the two lowest dimensions, and will provide a useful way to determine that a knot is constructibly by isotopy.
Let k be a doubly slice (n -2)-knot, n > 3, with double slice D"~l ,D2~l , i.e., k = 3D"'1 (i= 1,2), where D"~l c Bn+X is an (n -l)-disk knot and D"x~l Ud D"2~l is a trivial (n -l)-knot K in Sn+] = Bn+X ua Bn+l. Denote cl(S" -nbd(k)) and cl(ßn+l-nbd(D;"_1)) by X and F(, respectively. Notice that if k is fibered, then any fibration of k extends to a locally trivial fibration f: dY¡ -► 5" . (To see this, it is helpful to regard d Y( as the result of 0-framed surgery on k A) If both fx and f2 further extend to fibrations of D"~l and D2 ', respectively, then we will call D"x ', D"2 'a fibered double slice for k . (Notice that fx and f2 are only required to extend for some fibration of k .) Theorem 2.1. Let k be any doubly slice fibered (n -2)-knot, n > 3. If k is constructible by isotopy, then k has a fibered double slice. The converse is true, provided n > 5 .
Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of the definition of construction by isotopy. The proof that we present is similar to arguments [A, pp. 61-62] and [Sil, p. 642] .
After a small adjustment, if necessary, we can assume that the isotopy ht : S" -> S" preserves not only the (n -l)-disk D c 9E but also a small «-ball BcS" such that BnE = D, with «, restricting to 1 on B. Let D' = öB-int D .
We will see that D, D' is a fibered double slice for k.
Since h is isotopic to 1 in the manner described above, there is an obvious diffeomorphism (S" -intB) xh S1 -> B" x Sl which maps (D Ua D') x 0 to S"'1 xd . By suitably attaching a 2-handle (D\JdD')xD2 to (S"-intB)xA Sl, we obtain Sn+l. We will identify the disk knots D,D' with D x Ü,0' x Ö,
Recall that D is a disk knot in the (« + l)-ball (S x , Sl) U y, where 0 is Conversely, suppose that D"~l ,D2~l is a fibered double slice for k. Let F. (i = 1, 2) denote the respective fibers. Then Fx f)F2 is a fiber F for the knot k. By combining the fibrations of D"~ and D"~l, we can produce a fibration of the trivial (n -l)-knot K = D"~l Ua D"~l with fiber Fx UF F2 . Since K is trivial, Fx \JF F2 must be an «-ball B" . (Here we need the «-cobordism theorem, « > 5.) Also, the characteristic map « : B" -* B" must be pseudo-isotopic (rel d ) to 1; i.e., there exists a diffeomorphism 77: (B" ,OB")xI -> (Bn ,3Bn) xl suchthat H(x,l) = (h(x),l), H(x ,0) = (x, 0) and H(x ,t) = (x, t) for all x e dB" . By a relative version of Cerfs pseudo-isotopy theorem [Ce] there exists a 1-parameter family Ht of pseudoisotopies (rel d) of (B" ,dB") such that H0 = 1 and Hx = H. Moreover, by elementary techniques (see [Mu, 5.16, 3.10, 3 .9a]) we may assume that the flow H: (B",dB)xIxI^(B",dB") x I, defined by H(x ,s ,t) = Hfx ,s) is smooth. Now the maps 77 restricted to d(B" x I) determine an isotopy of S", and using this it is clear that we obtain the knot k with construction by isotopy. D Remark. The above argument works also when « = 3,4 provided we know that Fx UF F2 = B" and h is isotopic (rel d) to 1. In [Sil] we showed that every simple doubly slice fibered (2q-l)-knot, q > 2, and every simple Z-torsion-free doubly slice fibered (2q -2)-knot, q > 5, is constructible by isotopy. The following corollary of Theorem 2.1 strengthens these results and shows that they depend only on fundamental group information.
Corollary 2.2. Let k be any doubly slice fibered (n -2)-knot, « > 5. If nx(S" -k) = Z, then k is constructible by isotopy.
Proof. Let D"~x ,D2~l be any double slice for k. By the van Kampen theorem Xt (i = 1,2) is simply connected. (Here " denotes infinite cyclic cover.) Also, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence reveals that HfX) = HfXf © HfXf, r > 0. Since k is fibered, Ht(X) is finitely generated over Z in all dimensions. Hence so is Ht(Xf.
By Serre's theorem [Sp] nt(Xf and hence nt(Xf are finitely generated in all dimensions. Now by the fibration theorem of Browder and Levine [BrLe] the fibration of dXi extends to a fibration of X¡. Thus D"~l ,D2~2 is a fibered double slice for k. By Theorem 2.1 k is constructible by isotopy. D
The above proof of Corollary 2.2 shows that if k is a doubly slice fibered («-2)-knot, « > 5, and nx (S" -k) = Z , then any double slice for k is, in fact, a fibered double slice. The next result demonstrates that if nx(S" -k) ± Z , then this comfortable situation may not exist. (Here D is a (2q -l)-ball in öS and y is a 2-handle attached along DxS1.) By the proof of Theorem 2.1 D has an inverse D0 such that D, D0 is a fibered double slice for k . We will modify the construction of D c B2q+i to produce the desired nonfibered slices for k. It will turn out that D0 is an inverse for those slices.
By [Ba] the Whitehead group Wh(Zw) is infinite free abelian and by [Mi] every element is self-conjugate. By [St] we can find a relative «-cobordism of E with any specified torsion x e Wh(Zm) and by composing two copies we can produce a relative A-cobordism (F;S,E) with torsion x + (-l)2qx = 2t. (See [Mi, Lemma 11.4] .) Consider the manifold V/{(x,0) ~ (<p(x),l)} obtained by identifying the two copies of E via </3. The boundary of this new manifold is the same as d(Ex,S ) ; in particular, it contains DxS and so we can attach a 2-handle y as before. Call the result W. It is straightforward to check that W k, B2a+] and hence D (= D x Ü) is a slice DT for the knot k . To see that DT has inverse D0, form the union (W,DT) Ua (B2q+l ,D0), identifying boundaries in the same manner as for (B q+l , D) Ua (B q+x ,D0). The (2q -l)-sphere DT Ua D0 still bounds a ball in W Ua B2q+[-in fact, the ball can be chosen to be the union of E and E' as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Unfortunately, WudB2q+l may be a fake (2q + l)-sphere I instead of S2q+l ; replacing the original h -cobordism V by V#(-1A), another «-cobordism with torsion 2t , eliminates the difficulty. Thus D0 is an inverse slice for DT.
Finally, we show that (1) DT cannot be fibered unless x = 0 and (2) Da ,DT are distinct disk knots unless a = x. These two assertions follow from Farrell's fibering theorem [F] , although here we shall use Siebenmann's refinement [Sie] : Let G denote the fundamental group of cl(W -nbd(Dt)) « V/{(x,0) ~ (<p(x), 1)} and consider the homomorphism /,: Wh(Zm) -► Wh(C7) induced by the quotient map i: V -> cl(W -nbd(Dr)). By [Sie, §1 and Lemma 4.4] if2x) is a topological invariant of cl(W -nbd(DT)) and a total obstruction to extending the fibration of the boundary to a fibration of cl(W -nbd(DT)). Furthermore, by [Sie, §8] or [F] , kerz, = image[Wh(ZJ ^^ Wh(ZJ].
Since 4> induces multiplication by c on Zm , it follows from the definition of equivalence for elements of the Whitehead group that 4>* -1 • Hence it is injective. Consequently, the slices DT are distinct and cannot be fibered unless T = 0. G
TWIST-SPINNING DOUBLY SLICE KNOTS
In [Z] Zeeman introduced the technique of m -twist-spinning any («-2)-knot k in order to obtain a fibered (« -l)-knot xmk . Since the w-twist-spin of any trivial knot is again trivial [Z, Corollary 3] , it follows that the w-twist-spin of any doubly slice knot is a doubly slice fibered knot. In this section we show that any such knot is, in fact, constructible by isotopy.
It is convenient for our purpose to use Litherland's version [Li] of the twistspin construction. We will adopt the notation of [Li] wherever possible. Theorem 3.1. If k is any doubly slice (n-2)-knot, « > 3, then the m-twist-spun knot xmk is constructible by isotopy.
In [A] Aitchison asks whether construction by isotopy can yield a doubly slice knot that is not the double of any disk knot. (See Theorem 1.1.) We can now provide an affirmative answer: Corollary 3.2. The ^-twist-spun knot t3946 is constructible by isotopy but is not the double of any disk knot.
Proof of Corollary 3.2. The 1-knot 946 is doubly slice [HoT] and consequently x 946 is constructible by isotopy by Theorem 3.1. Levine [Le] has shown that t3946 is not the double of any 2-disk knot. D Remark. It is likely that other examples in higher dimensions can be produced using results of Ruberman [R2 ] . (See [Sm, remarks, p. 70] .)
In order to prove Theorem 3.1 we need to describe the w-twist-spin xmD"õ f any disk knot Dn~ c Bn+ . This extension of the twist-spin construction has been used previously [ R2 ] , but to our knowledge details of the construction have not appeared.
Let Dn~x c B"+l be any (« -l)-disk knot with boundary k c S" . Let D"~l x D2 be a tubular neighborhood of D"~x with exterior X = cl(J?"+1 -(D"~X xD2)), restricting to a tubular neighborhood kxD of k with exterior X. (If « = 3 ■y we will always assume that kxx is null-homologous in X for every x edD .) Let dQX x 7 be the collar neighborhood in X of d0X = D"~x x 3D2 such that (d0X x I) n X = ÔX x I. We will identify d0X and dX with Ô0X x 0 and dX x 0, respectively. Define a map t: (Bn+X ,D"~X) -» (Bn+l ,D"~l) by t(x x 8 x <f>) = x x (8 + <f>) x tj> if x x 8 x <j> e d0X x I, t(y) = y if y <£ dfX x I.
Notice that t restricts to a similarly defined map, also denoted t, on (S" , k).
Choose a small (« -2)-ball neighborhood k_ in k of a base point * and set Bn_ = kxD . Then (B"_ ,k_) is a standard ball pair. In [Li] the w-twist-spun knot xmk was defined using the complementary ball pair (B"+ ,kf):
(S"+l, xmk) = d(B"+, k+) x B2 Ua (B"+ , k+) xr OB2. (Bn+2 , xmD"-1) = (3xB"+l ,dxD"~l) x B2 Ua (B"++X ,Dn~X) xr dB2 .
Here dxD"~x = cl(ÔD"~x -k+) and dxBn+x = cl(dB"++x -B"f). One checks that B"+2 and xmD"~x are indeed balls. (See [Li, p. 321] .) Moreover, the construction does not depend on the choice of base point or tubular neighborhood of D"-{.
It is not difficult to see that xmk has a tubular neighborhood dk+ x D2 x B2 U k+xD xdB and that the exterior X1 can be identified with k_ x dD2 x B2 u X xtm dB . In [Li] a specific fibration X' -> 5 , trivial on 9X', is described. Likewise, xmDn~x has a tubular neighborhood dxD"+'x xD2 xB2\jD"fx xD2 x dB2 and the exterior X' can be identified with D"JX x dD2 x B2uXx¡m dB2. Examining the details of [Li, §4] it is readily seen that the fibration of X' extends to a fibration X' -» Sx , trivial on dxDn~l x dD2 x B2 u D"~x x dD2 x dB c dX'. (See also proof of Theorem 3.1 below.) Consequently, xmD"~x is a fibered «-disk knot.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let k be any doubly slice knot with double slice D"~ , D"2~x ; i.e., D"~x c B"+x (i =1,2) is a disk knot with dD"~x = dDn~x = k such that U = D"~X ua Dn~x is a trivial (« -l)-knot in Sn+X = B"+x Ua B2+x .
The trivial w-twist-spun knot xmU is the union of disk knots xmDnf ,xmD"2w ith intersection xmk. Also, the fibration of xmk from the twist-spin construction extends to fibrations of xmD"~x and xmD"~x . Hence xmDx ,xmD2 is a fibered double slice for xmk . By Theorem 2.1 xmk is constructible by isotopy, provided « > 4.
In order to prove Theorem 3.1 when « = 3, we must look more closely at the fibration of xm U and apply the remark following the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Choose a tubular neighborhood U x D for U with exterior Y. Assume that U x D restricts to tubular neighborhoods D"~ x D (resp. k x D ) for D"~ (resp. k) with exteriors X(. (resp. X). Since U is trivial, we may choose a fibration p: Y -> Sx , trivial on ÖY, with characteristic map equal to 1. Following [Li] and using the notation established above, we describe a specific fibration of xmU.
The w-twist-spun knot xmU has tubular neighborhood dLfxD xB Ut/+x D2xdB2 and its exterior Y' can be identified with U_xdD2 xB2UYxrdB2.
It is straightforward to see that Y' is diffeomorphic to U_xdD xB UaYxdB , where a: x x 8 x </> -» x x (8 + mtp) x <fi; a specific diffeomorphism 77 is described in [Li] . Litherland shows that the map q : Y x dB2 -> Sx defined by q(y x tp) = p(y) -mcj) is a fibration, and q extends in an obvious way to a fibration q:U_x dD2 x B2 UQ Y x dB2 -► Sx . The induced map q = qoH is now a fibration of xmU. Notice that xmD"f (i = 1,2) has a tubular neighborhood dD"fx x D2 x B2 U D"fx x D2 x dB2 and its exterior X( can be identified with 77""1 x dD2 x B2 U X(. xr dB2. Under 77 the exterior X( is diffeomorphic to D"fx x dD2 x B2 u . X. x dB2, and clearly q restricts to a fibration qi. Now qt = q.o H is a fibration of xmDnf and qx ,q2 both restrict to the same fibration of the twist-spun knot xmk .
We are now ready to describe a doubly slice fibered 6-knot that is not constructible by isotopy.
Let L,L' denote the 7-dimensional lens spaces L(221 ; 1,21,(21)2,(21)3),L(221 ; 1,21,4,4 • 21), respectively. Ruberman [ R, ] has shown that the punctured spaces LQ = cl(L -B1), L'Q = cl(L' -B1) 8 ii embed in S as fibers for k = dL0, k = dL0, respectively. In fact, the characteristic map for each of k and k' induces the same homomorphism (multiplication by 21) on the fundamental group of the fiber. One can easily check (using [Co, p. 96] , for example) that L and L' are homotopy-equivalent.
Hence by [ R2, Corollary 4 .8] the fibered 6-knot k# -k' is doubly slice. One can also check (using [Co, p. 100] ) that L and L1 are not diffeomorphic. By calculations of Cappell and Ruberman [CaR, p. 85] , the capped-off fiber L#-L' does not embed PL in S%. Consequently, by Proposition 4.1, k# -k' is not constructible by isotopy.
Questions
